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Nature and wildlife have always been the inspiration behind Kay’s 

work. During the summer months she leaves home at dawn in 

order to catch the flowers as they are opening, laden with dew, 

and often spotting bees which are still dormant on a bloom, giving 

her ample time to capture a series of close up images on which 

to base her next painting. She photographs her floral subjects at 

every stage of their life cycle. To her eyes, a windblown bloom 

which has lost half of its petals is as valid as a perfectly formed 

bud, in that it has its own natural beauty and charm.



Lost  Amongst  the F lowers

Original Box Canvas
36” x 36”

£1,150



Fa i ry ta le  Runaways  I Original Box Canvas  I    72” x 24”   I    £1,395



kay creates her foreground in oils as she loves 

their versatility and their quality of allowing the 

perfect blend of colour and texture. She will 

occasionally embellish a piece with gold or silver 

leaf to highlight details. She describes herself as 

having a rather dreamy, happy nature and she 

believes her personality comes across in her work.

 

“My work is the personalisation of 
how nature looks and feels to me.”



kay’s influences are eclectic but share a consistent theme of 

delivering an intensely sensuous experience. She always paints 

to music for instance, and her favourite composer is Thomas 

Newman whose many stunning film scores have added to, or 

created, iconic moments in a host of famous movies. Having 

his music on while she works inspires Kay to reach for greater 

drama, greater beauty, even a greater degree of illumination. 

She says the music takes her on a journey of fantasy which 

suits her painting style perfectly. The music seems to invite her 

flowers to dance in the wind, flow in a river or simply burst into 

an explosion of colour.

She is also influenced by the extraordinary French botanical 

artist Claire Basler, Daniel Wurtzel with his mesmerising air and 

fabric sculptures, and her own grandfather who won countless 

awards for his flower gardens which gave her a strong 

foundation of memories to build on.



Scar let  Cones

Original Box Canvas
24” x 72”

£1,395



Rose Storm

Original Box Canvas
24” x 72”

£1,395



Wave of  Medi tat ion

Original Box Canvas
36” x 36”

£1,150



Feasts  and F lowers

Original Box Canvas
48” x 40”

£1,595

kay has been painting professionally for over 20 years. The 

defining moment in her career was being taken by her sister 

to an exhibition of work by wildlife artist David Shepherd. 

She recalls:  “One of the paintings contained a bramble bush 

covered in frost. I remember standing and staring at all the 

many colours he had used to create the frost – I was fascinated 

by the blues greys and purples combining to produce that 

beautiful image and it was at this precise moment that I 

decided I wanted to become a professional artist.”

 

Kay lived for some years in Cyprus, but was drawn back by her 

longing for the flowers and wildlife of the English countryside, 

and she is now based in rural Cheshire. Her work is sold all over 

the country and she has undertaken commissions for many 

private individuals including Ben Amos, then Manchester United 

goalkeeper, now of Bolton Wanderers.




